
Visit Oaxaca 5 days 4 nights From

$4,502
Minimum 1 people to reserve
Accommodation in Oaxaca de Juarez
Vacation package with tours, transfer and hotel

Enjoy a tour for 5 days and 4 nights, visiting the archaeological site of Monte Alban, Arrazola a village of artisans famous for
its wooden figures of copal, Cuilapam de Guerrero, ex-Dominican monastery of the sixteenth century, San Bartolo Coyotepec
known for the famous black clay.
We visit the petrified waterfalls of Hierve el Agua, a natural spa, which offers an unparalleled view of the valley. Teotitlán del
Valle is famous for the quality and beauty of its wool textiles.  And you will visit a Mezcal factory where you can see the
elaboration process of the famous Oaxaca drink.

* I declare that I have read and accept the general conditions of the service. Read here

TERMS
The total package will be charge at time of booking and confirm. In Special Packages, as is the case, once the reservation is
confirmed cancellations are not accepted and the cancellation charge will be for 100% of the contracted services.

SERVICES
The tour operator will pick you up at your hotel, as it is a shared service there could be variations of minutes in the pick up
times, depending on traffic and weather conditions.

Includes:
* Round trip transfer Airport-Hotel
* 4 nights accommodation in Oaxaca
* 2 tours in shared service
* Bilingual guide in Monte Alban
* Admission in Monte Alban
* Admission to Hierve el Agua
* Mezcal tasting
* Traveler"s insurance on board the unit.

Not included:
* Admission to Cuilapam
* Food and beverages
* Tips
* Activities not mentioned in the itinerary

Recommendations:
Clothing, comfortable shoes and environmentally friendly sunscreen, cap or hat.

ITINERARY:

https://www.syctravel.com/general-conditions-packages


Day 1 - International Airport Oaxaca - Oaxaca de Juárez - Arrival transfer
Transfer service from the Xoxocotlán International Airport to the hotel in Oaxaca de Juárez.

The pick up time for the transfer will depend on the arrival time of the flight. The operator will be waiting for you at the airport
with a sign with the name of the passenger in order to identify you.

Accommodation in Oaxaca

Day 2 - Hierve el Agua - Teotitlán del Valle - Shared tour
Shared tour service. Departure time: 7:00 a.m. Return time: 15:00 p.m.

We will go to your hotel in Oaxaca to pick you up to start our tour to the spectacular petrified waterfalls of Hierve el Agua, one
30 meters high and another 12 meters high, formed by the carbonated water that falls from springs located in the upper part of
the mountains. peñas. Get ready to be amazed by these one-of-a-kind formations!
You will have 2 hours to explore, photograph and soak up the majesty of these natural pools that seem frozen with time.
After enjoying Hierve el Agua, we will make a stop to taste delicious Oaxacan food in a small traditional smoke kitchen.

Our next stop is in Teotitlán del Valle, where local artisans create vibrant textures and beautiful textiles with centuries of
tradition. You will have the opportunity to delve into the rich culture and creativity of the community. You will witness art come
to life!

Accommodation in Oaxaca

Day 3 - Monte Albán - Arrazola - Cuilápam de Guerrero - San Bartolo Coyotepec - Shared tour
Shared tour service. Departure time: 9:00 a.m. Return time: 17:00 p.m.

We will go to your hotel in Oaxaca to pick you up to start our tour to the archaeological zone of Monte Albán, the great urban
center built by the Zapotec culture.
We will visit Arrazola, a town of artisans, famous for its fantastically carved and painted Copal wood figures, which are
exhibited and sold as "Alebrijes".
We will visit Cuilapam de Guerrero, a former Dominican monastery from the 16th century. Where the Open Chapel stands
out.
Our last visit will be San Bartolo Coyotepec, known worldwide for the famous black clay. At the end we return to the city of
Oaxaca.

Accommodation in Oaxaca

Day 4 - Oaxaca de Juárez - Free day
Enjoy a free day in Oaxaca City.

Explore the city at your own pace, visit the museums, the ethnobotanical garden and the occasional mezcalería in the city.
Taste the typical food of Oaxaca in some of its restaurants in the center, walk through its pedestrian streets. Do not forget to
visit the souvenir shops.

Accommodation in Oaxaca



Day 5 - Oaxaca de Juárez - International Airport Oaxaca - Departure transfer
Transfer service from the hotel in Oaxaca to the Xoxocotlán international airport.

We will go to your hotel in Oaxaca to transfer you to the Oaxaca International Airport and take your departure flight.
The pick up of the transfer will depend on the departure time of the flight. Remember that you must be at the airport at least 2
hours before the departure of your flight.

End of the trip.
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